
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

BREAKING NEWS: The craziest crazies have somehow escaped the asylum and installed

themselves in high positions of power. Insane, they are coming up with one bad idea after another

and barking orders at us, mad shine in their eyes and saliva coming out of their mouths. They are

crazy — and in charge of institutions, schools, newspapers and armies.

They are running around with their high-tech pistols Illed with high-tech poisons and their little

sadistic CRISPR scissors. They are crazy — yes, they are crazy — and they are killing us slowly, and

sometimes not so slowly. Welcome to the future where toxicity is health and the old crazy is the

new normal. We are not crazy — they are crazy — and they have been from the beginning. And in

2020, they stopped pretending. What now?

Project “Insect Allies”

You may think that you have seen it all but here is a great idea. Take some insects, infect them with

a genetically modiIed virus designed to genetically edit mature plants in real time, and release

them. Release them into wild and repeat, “it’s safe and effective.”

Sweet idea, right? Well, DARPA thought so, and so in 2016, they started a project called “Insect

Allies” that is designed to do that. (This is a different project from Oxitec’s controversial release of

GM mosquitos.) DARPA’s o[cial story is that in the name of national security, a good way to protect

the American crops from potential threats is to genetically modify them using GM viruses as

genetic modiIers and insects as ]ying syringes. And that they just need to test it!

Source: www.darpa.mil/news-events/2016-10-19

In a 2016 release titled, “DARPA Enlists Insects to Protect Agricultural Food Supply,” the agency

stated:

“A new DARPA program is poised to provide an alternative to traditional agricultural threat

response, using targeted gene therapy to protect mature plants within a single growing

season.

DARPA proposes to leverage a natural and very e<cient two-step delivery system to

transfer modi?ed genes to plants: insect vectors and the plant viruses they transmit. In the

process, DARPA aims to transform certain insect pests into ‘Insect Allies,’ the name of the

new effort.”

“‘Insect Allies’ three technical areas — trait design, insect vector optimization, and selective

gene therapy in mature plants — layer together to support the goal of rapidly transforming

mature plants to protect against natural or intentional agricultural disruption without the

need for extensive infrastructure. The foundational knowledge and generalizable tools

developed under the program could also support future agricultural innovation.”

Some suspicious peasants may foolishly wonder: What will happen in the short term and in the long

term to the people who eat those plants, to the people and animals possibly bitten by those insects,

to the wild insects who mate with the infected insects, and to all other life in the area and beyond

that may get impacted? What ridiculous nonsense. Here is the answer, peasant: No one knows —

and importantly, no one cares. Any more questions?

The Irst Insect Allies funded paper, titled, “Multiplexed heritable gene editing using RNA viruses

and mobile single guide RNAs,” was published in 2020. Please note the word “heritable” in the

headline. The paper stated:

“Mutant progeny are recovered in the next generation at frequencies ranging from 65 to

100%; up to 30% of progeny derived from plants infected with a virus expressing three

sgRNAs have mutations in all three targeted loci.”

DARPA never disclosed if they tested this program outside of greenhouses.

Objections From the Scienti@c Community and Even the Pre-2020 Media

Actually, it turned out that a few scientists care — and at least during the pre-COVID era, they have

objected.

Here is a short 2019 educational animation made by the German Max Planck Society (formerly the

Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History). Their main objection is the potential

weaponization of the technology, they don’t mind the gene editing in principle.

But our standards for health and dignity are so low that this objection is better than no objection,

and even this limited kind of objection and questioning DARPA takes some courage (even though

it’s unknown if they would have objected in 2020).

And here is what Vice (!!) had to say in 2018 about the outcry from scientists:

“In the editorial, published on Thursday in Science Magazine, scientists from the Max

Planck Institute for Evolutionary Biology and the University of Freiburg in Germany, and

France’s Université de Montpellier, requested more transparency and opportunities for

public discussion regarding the project and its implications.

‘Easy simpli?cations could be used to generate a new class of biological weapons,’ a press

release reads, ‘weapons that would be extremely transmissible to susceptible crop species

due to insect dispersion as the means of delivery.’”

What did DARPA say?

“In an email to Motherboard, a DARPA spokesperson rebutted the thesis of the Science

Magazine piece and denied any intent to deploy technology developed through Insect Allies

in an offensive setting.

‘We created Insect Allies speci?cally to develop technology that can deliver positive,

protective traits to plants to help them survive unanticipated and/or fast-moving

agricultural threats,’ the spokesperson wrote. ‘We see it as a critical addition to the national

security toolkit, part of a layered strategy to preserve the security of the food supply.’”

“The Insect Allies program is a collaboration between the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency (DARPA), Environmental Protection Agency, US Army, and other agencies.

According to a DARPA slide presentation, the goal of Insect Allies is to “stably transform

multiple mature crop plants in a complex, multi-species plant and insect community with

enhanced trait(s) of agricultural interest” by mid-2021.”

Newsweek covered it, too. In a 2018 article, they said that “the U.S. government's Defense

Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has been accused of trying to create a new class of

biological weapons that would be delivered via virus-infected insects.”

“Scientists with DARPA are looking at introducing genetically modi?ed viruses that can edit

chromosomes directly in ?elds — these are known as horizontal environmental genetic

alteration agents (HEGAAs). The DARPA program is using the principles of HEGAAs but,

unlike traditional methods of dispersal — like spraying ?elds with them — it wants to spread

them through insects.”

The researchers raising the alarm asked speciIcally why, for agricultural use, it was so important to

use insects as gene modiIcation vectors, given that spraying was available. In response to

Newsweek at the time, DARPA denied all allegations of military use and reiterated that the project’s

aim was to protect American crops. In 2022, another paper was published where researchers

expressed their concerns:

“The hazard and exposure potential of an HEGAA approach can vary greatly depending on

the viruses, vector insects, target plant species, and genetic modi?cations selected and

their effects. However, at the current stage of development, the most critical aspect is the

compromised reliability of the HEGAA approach, owing mainly to its complex design with

three different species ...

They are a cause for concern because of the numerous effects that can increase the

potential for hazard and exposure. Combined with the current inadequacy of corrective

measures, it is clear that there is an urgent need for early analysis of whether HEGAA

approaches can be inherently contained and controlled by their speci?c technology design.”

“Horizontal Environmental Genetic Alteration Agents”

What are HEGAAs? According to Wikipedia, the term “genetic alteration agent” Irst appears in 2016

in relation to this project, in a “work plan by DARPA describing a tender for contracts to develop

genetically modiIed plant viruses for an approach involving their dispersion into the environment.

The preIxing of ‘horizontal environmental’ to the former to generate the acronym HEGAA was Irst

used in the [aforementioned] 2018 scientiIc publication.”

“Agents such as pathogens, symbionts or synthetic protein assemblages that can be

acquired through horizontal transmission in the environment can potentially be engineered

to become HEGAAs. This would be achieved using biotechnology methods to confer to

them the capacity to alter nucleotides in the chromosomes of infected individuals through

sequence-speci?c editing systems like CRISPR, ZFNs or TALENs.

No known infectious agent naturally has the capacity to gene edit eukaryotes in a manner

that can be fexibly targeted to speci?c sequences (distinct from substantially random

natural processes like retroviral integration).”

“By de9nition, HEGAA induced gene editing events are intended to occur outside of

contained facilities such as laboratories or hospitals.

While genetically modi?ed viruses with CRISPR editing have been successfully used as

research tools in laboratories or for gene therapy in clinical settings, all gene editing events

are intended to physically occur within contained facilities. By contrast, HEGAAs for their

intended mode of action relies on inducing gene editing events that occur largely or

exclusively in the environment.”

There are two types of HEGAAs: somatic and germline. Somatic HEGAAs are not inheritable, while

germline ones “impact somatic cells and also cell lineages from which germline cells can be

ultimately generated (e.g. sperm, oocytes, pollen, ovules, zygotes or seeds).”

When it comes to the “Insect Allies” project, it’s a gray area. The original assumption was that

“Insect Allies” involved somatic HEGAAs but the aforementioned 2020 paper shows that the

genetic changes in plants were heritable. Here is more detail:

HEGAAs are viruses which have been genetically modi?ed to gain a capacity to edit the

chromosomes of a target species (e.g. plant or animal) when intentionally released into the

environment

The word “horizontal” comes from their ability to be transmitted in the environment by infection

The word “environmental” comes from the intention for these genetically modi?ed viruses to be

dispersed into the environment

The words “genetic alteration agents” comes from the capacity to alter the chromosomes of a

target species. This might be through causing a random mutation or introducing a new DNA

sequence

The speci?city of HEGAAs is dependent on two things (1) the range of species the genetically

modi?ed virus can infect AND (2) the presence of the suitable DNA sequences in the plant

chromosomes of cells that become infected

An example of an insect dispersed viral HEGAA which disrupts a speci?c plant gene is illustrated

in this ?gure below

Image source: web.evolbio.mpg.de/HEGAAs/available-illustrations.html

All in all, this informational Max Planck Society a[liated website, whose purpose is “to contribute

towards fostering an informed and public debate about this type of technology,” is one of the best

sources of information on HEGAAs and the “Insect Allies” project. Incidentally, this particular

website covers self-spreading vaccines as well. Here is a little video promo of the Euroscience

Open Forum 2020:

And here it the actual 2020 panel (some of it is already outdated but very educational):

“Project Coast”

One of the panelists above mentions “Project Coast” is South Africa — and while it is not directly

related to “Insect Allies,” it kind of is.

“Project Coast” was a toxin and bioweapon development project that took place in South Africa

during the apartheid era. As a part of that project, scientists developed covert assassination tools

and methods of covert sterilization, intended against the black population of South Africa. A

warning? No really, a warning?

Back to DARPA

Here is more from the MPS-a[liated informational website:

“Even as the halfway point of the Insect Allies program approaches, DARPA has chosen not

to publicly describe in its response to our Science article what is the basis of their having

concluded that a developmental pathway exists that circumvents the early proliferation of

biological weapons (described by the black development path in the accompanying image).

This is in addition to explaining in detail why their developmental plan is easier to develop

than alternative paths (described by the red paths). As our Science article makes clear, this
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is central to justifying the wisdom of embarking on the development of HEGAAs, and many

other types of GM viruses.

Over the next ?ve years, only a minority of anticipated CRISPR-inspired innovations will

involve intentional environmental releases (see recent NAS report). HEGAAs, and some

other GM viruses, have the property of an early-stage biological weapons proliferation risk

that is not shared with most other proposed techniques (including avant-garde ones like

gene drive).

Choosing not to clearly address these obvious issues of global concern, as detailed in the

Science article, makes their current model of develop ?rst and explain later an especially

unwise path, particularly for this insect-delivered program, that in many ways appears to be

designed to get carried away.”

Living Foundries

To provide a backdrop for the “Insect Allies” project, here is a brief look at the DARPA “Living

Foundries” bioengineering program, launched in 2010.

DARPA’s Living Foundries program aims to “enable adaptable, scalable, and on-demand production

of critical, high-value molecules by programming the fundamental metabolic processes of

biological systems to generate a vast number of complex molecules.”

“Programming Biological Systems”

In order to orient ourselves in this attempted new normal, we need to understand the mindset.

Please note the use of term “engineer” all throughout this benevolent-sounding presentation:

DARPA's Biological Technologies OTce

DARPA's Biological Technologies O[ce was founded in 2014. Here is an informational video on, in

their own words, “DARPA’s way of thinking about biological technology to defend the homeland.”

According to DARPA’s website:

“DARPA has enjoyed a strong relationship with Silicon Valley since the early 1960s, working

with innovators to lay the groundwork for new industries built around Agency investments

in semiconductors, networking, arti?cial intelligence, user interfaces, programming,

materials, microsystems, and more.

[We knew that!!!] Biotech is now emerging as a breakthrough opportunity space and it

represents an area that is ripe for fresh collaboration among DARPA, the nation's top

researchers, venture capitalists, and entrepreneurs.”

Here are some of the listed topic of interests:

Building with Biology Using Engineered Living Materials, which focused on programming DNA to

grow materials to speci?cations at the sites where they are needed and developing living

materials that are responsive to their environments and can heal when damaged;

Staying on Target: Minimizing Off-Target Effects in Gene Editing, which focused on making

personalized medicine feasible by conducting rapid, low-cost screens of an individual's likely

responses to tailored gene therapy;

Creating a Pandemic-free World, which focused on DARPA's vision of distributed healthcare that

combines technology to detect pandemic outbreaks, rapidly identify and grow potent antibodies

to ?ght infectious disease, and response tools for creating a pandemic ?rebreak;

Immunity on Demand [emphasis mine], which focused on rapidly developing and delivering

nucleic-acid-based protections against infectious disease;

Failing Faster: De-Risking the Path to FDA Approval, which focused on using organ-on-chip

technology to better predict the e<cacy of new drugs in the development pipeline;

A Real-time Window into Your Body's Chemistry, which focused on tissue-integrating in vivo

biosensors to continuously monitor physiology over the long term to predict the onset of

disease;

Reinventing Psychiatry Using Neurotechnology, which focused on using implanted, closed-loop

neural systems to record and stimulate the brain to treat neuropsychiatric illness;

MindFlight: Your Brain Will Be Your Pilot Today, which focused on direct neural control of

complex physical systems;

Memory Enhancement in Everyday Life, which focused on non-invasive electrical and auditory

stimulation technology to enhance memory by facilitating the neural replay process

Is it me, or is it that the crazies are running the asylum?

Remote-Controlled Insects

If you think that you have now seen it all, well, you haven’t. Here is a video of scientists in Singapore

torturing live insects and turning them into cyborgs. Horrifying.

And here is, you guessed it, DARPA:

“Through a DARPA-funded program, scientists at the University of California invented a tiny

rig that connects to an insect’s brain and fight muscles. Once implanted, the device takes

over the insect’s body, turning it into a remote control cyborg capable of receiving fight

commands wirelessly from a nearby laptop.”

It’s all good and fun (not really, more like a horror movie), and we could close our eyes — but will it

be fun if the emboldened crazies try to remote-control your children?

About the Author

To Ind more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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1. I hope PETA gets onto this cruelty to animals. It's shocking. 2. Will these GM insects know to avoid organically-run farms and crops?

I don't think so. 3. If this is purely agricultural, why is DARPA involved? Why isn't it being looked at by agricultural establishments?  

Come on, DARPA isn't doing it for the good of farmers. It's a war machine.
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I would expect that the GM insects would TARGET organic farms...
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Long story short - crazy is the new normal. It is too easy for militaries, law enforcement to fall into their own type of fear loop fear porn

to become obsessed with every what if's fear can generate. In the end all the things they are supposed to be protecting wither and die.

The more things wither and die, the more intense the crackdowns and fear juice kool aid to drink, others to blame. As there are less,

fewer resources for the environment, actual health & safety needs, proper food production, accurate news the list goes on - just what

is being protected?
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There was a time when morality was a big thing among scientists. There is no longer any form of moral compass. The ruling

dictum is - if there is money to be made, either by grants or proIts or both, then it gets done.
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I live in Puerto Rico. Several years ago (8?), the island started spraying a horrible pesticide known as NALED over us, without our

knowledge. Monsanto owns some 4,000 acres of land here, so we got suspicious. They admitted they were spraying to control the

mosquito population to minimize the spread of Zika.  The problem was, the NALED didn’t kill a single mosquito but instead decimated

our reptiles and bees. We protested and won, but the damage had already been done. As organic farmers, my husband and I rely on

reptiles and bees to keep our little ecosystem in balance.  These are beyond horrible people and the world is asleep!
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Plausible deniability. Military produces new plagues because the "enemy" might produce them Irst and use them on us. What a crock.

The enemy is the military mind. All it ever thinks of is conquering the enemy. And if there is no enemy, it will create one to validate its

own existence. But the end is coming. The end of war. The Bible says so: "and they shall learn war no longer." Sorry, Generals. Your line

of work is coming to an end too.
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Exactly. Make war no more, change the mission. Green the deserts.
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And just who is that enemy? secularheretic.substack.com/.../how-the-few-control-the-many
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Krofter, a fantastic link showing the who's and the lay out structure of the Would-be Kings, Preist, Maintenance, & Enforcement

crews making all this chaos.
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Interestingly, having endured more than two years of a UK government classic state secret police STASI unit described as the 77th

Brigade . . . repeatedly spraying acid, and god only knows what else on my garden, which garden had been a sixteen year project of

mine to create a deep soil organic garden, for myself as well as something to leave for future generations. Adding that as the damage

was so extreme, I had made the decision to leave last years growth, particularly the parsnips and carrots left to go to seed this year . . .

had already made the decision to leave the entire garden fallow .

. . so I have a parsnip crop gone to seed standing 10 feet tall, which now has, at the highest levels, a weird contamination of tiny black

insects beside the ripening seeds. We are dealing with classic psychotic deviants; unable to recognise any responsibility for their

actions; delighting in their seeming success, with no concept of ethics, peaceful humanity; while seeming to become even more

prosperous; even getting a visit from a very senior o[cer in their regimental brown car, before the acid spraying continued with an

additional vengeance. This is all beyond Hollywood, even they did not go so far.

The most fascinating aspect is the silence of authority. Even my local police man, when told about it, quietly, silently, turned his back to

me and walked away. The United Kingdom has become a very sad colony of the United States; and NO ONE cares. Local politician . . .

silent, RSA Royal Society for encouragement of the arts, of which I am a Fellow, (from 40 years ago) . . . silent, Chief Constable . . .

silent. Ordinary, hard working citizens are today "The Enemy". Madness is an insu[cient description of these people.
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Only God will be able to stop this insanity. I cannot believe what I'm seeing and hearing, but then again, I can. Man has lost his

connection with the creator and believe themselves God's. Creators..... Believing themselves wise, they became fools. God will NOT be

mocked.
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Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM
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This new american evil will be crushed, like Nazi Germany that crushed by Russian Army. Evil can not survive in a Positive World

created by God. Evil will never survive, especially American created Evil. Evil always dies. America has gone too far in creating this evil

and all other evils the world is dealing with today.
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But when? (and HOW??) After 90% of us are dead?
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Johnno4
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:50:33 AM
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What could possibly go wrong? How about: Kudzu vine - USA Cane Toad  Australia Cannibal Snail - Hawaii European Starling - North

America, southern Africa, Australia and N.Z. and the Common Rabbit.
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PeterA.
Joined On 2/10/2019 7:06:01 AM
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Tessa Lena is very thorough! Great article.
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Randyfast
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Are we awake to the reality of this insane world yet? I mean; the military (who is also pushing the nanobot shots) has only the health

and welfare of humanity as their primary objective. It's not as if their main objective is to kill people and blow things up now - is it! It

was already too late to wake up - 2 1/2 years ago! I've recently decided to get the most out of each day as I can, in the time that's left.

The book of Revelation tells me all I need to know about what's coming.
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Here we are in 2022 & ethics & morality as well as unintended and, most horrifying of all, INTENDED consequences are on display to

see. DARPA should be outlawed, as well as these horrifying transmissible vaccines & other research discussed in this illuminating

article & videos. If the last two years haven’t taught us that the science will most deInitely be used for evil, I don’t know what will. Yes,

Dr. Mercola the crazies are running the asylum.
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Have you heard about parechovirus in newborns? There seem to be clusters now happening and I'm curious how many of the mothers

were fully vaccinated before and during pregnancy. Is this a coincidence if it is then Coincidence should be labeled as a side effect.

www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/cluster-parechovirus-infections-fou..
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The more you know... DARPA stole the source code patent created by Leader Technologies from the U.S. Patent O[ce (run by the

British!) then gave it to the IBM Eclipse Foundation to be distributed and weaponized against us. This is the source code that literal

DUNCE Zuckerberg was credited with writing and propagandized with the movie and MSM. His family connection to the CIA is what

put the cardboard cutout in his position and he's literally not real bright at all and couldn't even write a line of code when this all

started.
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No Chinese, Russian or Ghanaian, other nationality sinners seeking gain or power out of this lawless 'science', eh? Why does that ring

false to anyone with two braincells still clicking? Too neatly dialectic. Like a well-orchestrated team of herding dogs.
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As I watch the evil antics all around us, my head gets in a cramp wondering how the masses believe everything they're fed (pun

intended). Have a poison shot ... we must all look out for each other. It's for the greater good that you willingly give up all of your

rights. Slow Joe & Silly Sally agree: "Ok. Let me roll up my sleeve, and so should you!" BLM. Abortion "rights." Gender confusion.

Making abominations the law of the land. It has been so hard for me to accept the twisted thinking of people. Until yesterday.

Yesterday, I was reading a book by Jonathan Cahn, "The Oracle." (I'm reading all of them and wow!) Rabbi Cahn explains through

Ictional characters and dialogue (but absolute truth) about the biblical mandates God already spoke thousands of years ago, based on

the timing of Jubilee years, for what is to occur in these last days.

There are signiIcant foundational things that happened before this, but, for example, Israel becomes a nation in 1948 taking back the

Promised Land (it is written). Israel takes back Jerusalem in 1967 (it is written). The USA recognizes Jerusalem as Israel's capital in

2017 (it is written). It is the precept of "return." Israel returned to its Holy Land. Israel will return to its Messiah, Yeshua, and Yeshua

(Jesus) will return for the Church.

Rabbi Cahn explains that the Church must return to its root, which is Jewish. So here is the part that made it all click for me in Chapter

58 entitled "The Dark Jubilee." As the return of Israel to Jesus is now happening, and the return of Jesus is imminent, so too must the

world return to its original evil state, which is Pagan. Yes. We must prepare our food and Inances, but more importantly, we need to

get right with God by accepting Jesus Christ as our Lord and Savior. I would not want to be left behind when Jesus takes His people

away, cuz we ain't seen nothing yet. There will be nothing to restrain the evil once Jesus takes the Church up. It is written.
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Was a test in New Jersey that Rutgers made GMO aphids ......I did a few man nths of research ....You wonder what damage was spread

????  There are what is called road mites that have been spread by vehicles... These mites are everywhere ..every road ...on every

vehicle ...Ihad wonder if these are the morgellons disease many million of people are facing ..... Having a invisible foe and denied by

all Drs ...is pretty hard to explain .....
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Beware of this new NON-ideological 3rd party, announced on this morning's news, of progressive and RINO rejects, a match made in

heav...err hell. And where's Billy... hmmm??? www.reuters.com/world/us/exclusive-former-republicans-democrats-form-n..
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Like a rabid animal these sick "scientists" who this need to be eliminated......
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DARPA (Does Anyone Really Protect Americans?)
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So now I hope that the biblically illiterate understand why God destroyed the entire earth and everyrthing in it, with the exception of the

pure genetic stock. No, Noah and the Earth inhabitants weren’t long-robed hunter gatherers agrarians. The world was the Same highly

technologically advanced one we’re in now! As King Solomon wrote “There is nothing new under the sun.” They had genetically altered

God’s perfect Holy design in their satanic seduced state of mind and so He destroyed it with water. Next time He’s using Ire. Star Wars

and Transformers are predictive programming that one should also consider a big hint.

Insecticons were in the 2007 Transformer movie. So forget about stocking up on food. Get your physical soulish “garden” cleaned up

by receiving the sacriIced blood of Jesus Christ. And btw, God punishes the wicked at their own game, because the book of

Revelation clearly states that hordes of stinging locusts (insectoids?) will come out of the pit and oppress those left behind with

painful horrible sores for Ive straight months. We have free will, use it.
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Time for another cleansing of the earth by God.....
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The movie Fifth Element showed a controlled insect. Besides, The Geoengineered Transhumanism by Elana Freeland would leave

everybody in of need a good whiskey shot.
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